Rebalancing Volatility Certified Coach (RVCC)
Certifications in Association with NSE Academy

Joint

SSL Academy collaborates with NSE Academy (Subsidiary company of National
Stock Exchange of India Limited) to render NSE ACADEMY CERTIFICATION “REBALANCING VOLATILITY CERTIFIED COACH (RVCC)”
NSE Academy Limited (NAL) has officially collaborated with SSL Academy (A
brand owned by Mr. Kanak Jain who is a Wealth Coach, International
Speaker, Trainer and an Author) to launch certification courses pertaining to
wealth management through Gamification on personal finance.
This collaboration of NAL and SSL will revolutionize the entire Personal
Finance space with the Gaming Tools. Savings, Investment & Managing
money is the most critical task than earning and RVCC Gamified tools will
simplify and decode the financial concepts in a crystal clear way so that
Financial wellness can be attained by all. RVCC is structured in a very
dynamic way and is extremely useful for Students, Investors, Advisors,
Trainers and to all other who wanted to learn managing Personal Finance.
RCVV certification is a two day workshop which offers
 Volatility Game: Rebalancing Strategy
 Debt Volatility Game
 Technical Analysis - Volatility Game
 Fundamental Analysis - Volatility Game
 Derivatives & Options
 Financial Planning Game
 Influencer Game

 Vision Game
The objective of this Module to courses is to make people Understand and
learn the concepts with fun through Gamification which will make it easier to
remember and understand.

Gamification or playing games encourages

creativity, keeps the emotional/creative right brain hemisphere active and is
pleasurable. Managing Investors emotion and Asset Rebalancing is most
critical aspect in Wealth Management. And thus the need for RVCC
(Rebalancing Volatility Certified Coach) arises.
Unlike traditional mode of Investments such as Fixed Deposits, Recurring
Deposits, Real Estate, Equities, New Asset Class such as Mutual Fund, NCDs,
Derivatives, Portfolio Management Services, REITS have emerged as
preferred way of Investment which offers convenience, risk diversification,
tax efficient and higher Risk adjusted return. Thus, need based solution is
required to be offered to investors and RVCC programme offers to impart
such skills among the participants.
NAL which is a wholly owned subsidiary of National Stock Exchange of India
Limited (NSE) which offers host of courses on financial literacy and skill
oriented financial markets courses and has also introduced an online
examinations system for testing and certification. NAL through its nationwide
examination

centers

has

strong

infrastructure

to

conduct

online

examinations. NAL will be conducting the online examinations and upon
successful completion of the exam, NAL and SSL Academy’s joint certificate
will be awarded to the candidates.

